Preferred Pharmacy Network

Your Prescription for Drug Plan Savings
Savings for your plan’s prescription drug costs

Most plans are seeing their drug costs rise as the Canadian population ages and new high-cost drugs enter the market. Our Preferred Pharmacy Network (PPN) was created to help members control these cost rises.

- Among the lowest retail prices on prescription medications
- Lower dispensing fees

APPROXIMATELY TWO-THIRDS OF ALL BENEFITS PLANS’ EXTENDED HEALTH CARE COSTS ARE PRESCRIPTION DRUG RELATED.
Helping educate your plan members

Pacific Blue Cross members get instant prescription savings at any of the 149 PPN pharmacies in our network. When they visit one of these locations they’ll also enjoy access to educational services to help them manage their health and wellbeing.

- Discounted or free health and wellness services
- Disease management support

Access to expert advice

Everyone can use a little help when it comes to managing their prescriptions. Our PPN experts can give extra support to your plan members along the way.

- Help with prior authorization applications
- Accessing other sources of funding such as BC PharmaCare Special Authority
- Adherance support including email and telephone reminders

Where can members find the PPN?

With the addition of Pocket Pills, PPN would be available for everywhere across BC.
James’ child has an infection and has been prescribed an antibiotic by the doctor. He saves 31% by shopping in the PPN and his plan saves 31%.

Mary takes multiple medications daily to manage her health conditions. She saves 55% by shopping in the PPN and her plan saves 55%.

Andrea has Rheumatoid arthritis and receives an injectable specialty drug every 2 months. Her PPN pharmacist assists her in applying for PharmaCare coverage and she ends up saving 82% by shopping in the PPN and her plan saves 470%.